RESPONSE OF THE FOUR NEVADA COUNTIES OF CHURCHILL, ESMERALDA, LANDER AND MINERAL TO THE DECEMBER 22, 2009 BOARD ORDER

Pursuant to the Board’s December 22, 2009 Order (Concerning LSNA Memorandum), the Four Nevada Counties of Churchill, Esmeralda, Lander and Mineral offer the following comments regarding its Licensing Support Network document collection should DOE withdraw or suspend the Application.

The Four Nevada Counties currently do not have any provisions or plans in place for managing its LSN document collection if the Application is withdrawn or suspended. The Four Nevada Counties have not allocated any of its 2010 budget for potential, future archiving or administration maintenance costs of the LSN document collection in the event of a suspension or withdraw of the Application. The Four Counties rely on annual Congressional appropriations in order to comply with LSN requirements, which include covering costs to monitor, costs for a web server, and software needs. Without annual funding, these costs will impose a heavy burden on the limited financial resources of the Four Counties. Guidance from the Board with respect to the predicted LSN related requirements on individual parties, especially with respect to document retention and LSN collection maintenance requirements, should the Application be withdrawn or suspended, would be extremely helpful in ensuring that the Four Counties allocate their resources in a manner that allows for full compliance with future Board orders.
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